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“Diario di Caccia” Gun safety cabinet
with electronic combination lock and display

Item no. 4450.T10
Steel structure in compliance with UNI EN 10130, 1.5 mm thick.
Rounded edges to avoid abrasion. Two holes on the rear for
fixing to the wall.
Door rebated on three sides; pull-resistant hinge side. Steel door
back cover 2 mm thick. Knob with programmed breakage steel shaft: if
forced, the knob will break before the mechanism. Illuminated display
and menu as easy to use as a mobile phone. It accepts up to 2 user codes
from 6 to 10 digits (up to 10 billion possible combinations). Emergency
opening through a special profile key. Equipped with 2 keys.
H

Steel made rotating deadbolts resistant to attack: 2 horizontal Ø 22 mm
and 2 vertical Ø 22 mm.
Temperature and humidity sensor inside the cabinet (an acoustic alarm,
set by the user, warns of the possible formation of condensation to
prevent oxidation of the metal parts of the weapons). Possibility of
recording and updating hunted quantities for all existing species and
to compare them with those of the previous year (for considerable
orders, it would be possible to require writing on display in the desired
language and the list of hunted species of the preferred country).
2 pre‑set reminders: “Gun cleaning date” and “Licence renewal date”
where only the date has to be entered. 4 Alphanumeric reminders set by
the user (e.g. so the display provides a reminder of the date the hunting
season opens). Easy insertion of the number of guns and rifles contained
with relative ammunition. Audit trail of the last 50 operations in the
memory to know who and when has opened the cabinet.
Capacity:
10 guns housing for
item no. 4450.T10
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Optional:
On request:
the cabinet painted with a technique
providing an elegant “wood colour” finish
(add “.L” at the end of the item code).

Low consumption electronic board.
Internal power supply (4 alkaline 1.5V
batteries). On the display can be
visualized the remaining battery level
and estimated time left to replace
the batteries. Non-volatile memory:
the stored codes are not erased
when power supply is removed. High
concentration and scratch-proof
polyethylene gun housing and rack
(increased in thickness, that provides
the perfect setting of single or doublebarreled rifles, even with optical)

Safety box for ammunitions/objects
equipped with a Fai by Viro lock,
supplied with 2 keys.
Digital weather, can be positioned by
the user as required, on the cabinet
or elsewhere, which provides the
following information: date and time;
alarm clock; immediate temperature
and humidity (with maximum
and minimum values and alarm if
they reach critical levels); weather
forecasts and lunar calendar

ITEM
NO.

CAPACITY

4450.T10 10 guns housing

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS cm. INTERNAL DIMENSIONS cm.
HxWxD
HxWxD

150 x 53.6 x 38

131 x 53.3 x 32.7

L

UNIT WEIGHT kg.

PACKING VOLUME m3

68.5

0.21

